2018 Laureates B-roll material

00:06-00:32: Thelma Aldana presenting the annual report of CICIG (Credit: CICIG)
00:33-00:41: Thelma Aldana speaking about the Línea case (Credit: CICIG)
00:41-01:06: Iván Velásquez speaking to students at Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala (Credit: CICIG)

00:33-00:41: Thelma Aldana speaking about the Línea case (Credit: CICIG)

00:41-01:06: Iván Velásquez speaking to students at Universidad de San Carlos de Guatemala (Credit: CICIG)

01:13-01:46: Waleed Abu al-Khair speaking (Source confidential, do not credit)
01:47-02:23: Waleed Abu al-Khair speaking (Source confidential, do not credit)

02:30-04:52: Yacouba Sawadogo in the documentary "The Man Who Stopped the Desert" (Credits: Mark Dodd/1080 Film)

04:58-06:43: Tony Rinaudo demonstrating pruning
06:44-07:01: Tony Rinaudo visiting the Humbo forestry project in Ethiopia
07:02-07:11: Tony Rinaudo demonstrating pruning
07:12-07:36: Beneficiary Katmar Anato working on the field in Ethiopia
07:37-07:45: Tony Rinaudo demonstrating pruning

All credits for Tony Rinaudo: World Vision/JC Kage